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I. Introduction and apparatus: Langmuir probes have been used routinely in
ASDEX divertor plasma diagnostics 11,21. Recently , a fast movable probe
carrier system was installed. Two fast sweeping movements with a speed of
1 mls and 10 cm displacement were possible during a shot. The probe can
also be kept, for an adjustable time interval, at the innermost position .
The initial position of the probe can be adjusted by using the manipulator
and a tilt mechanism . A large area of the divertor plasma can thus be
scanned in the radial and vertical directions (see fig. 1).
The divertor probe system was used in
all operation regimes of ASDEX . The
triple-probe arrangement 131 was mainly
used but the probes were also operated
as a double probe , especially for
cross-check purposes . Up to four radial
profiles of the ion sa turation current ,
electron temperature and floating
potential relative to the divertor
plate were obtained during a shot .

11 . Experimenta l results: Radial scans
havp. revealed strong gradients of the
plasma parameters across the flux surfaces, near the separa tr ix location.
This fact is important since tripl e~ Probe arrangement and
probe operation is very sensitive to
accessible area in the upper
rhff'erences in plasma parameters seen
di vertor .
by the three tips . In order to minimize
the error introduced by these gradients in temperature and density evaluI N. R. C. N. S. "Democritos ", Athens , Greece ; 2 Univer'sity of Stuttgart;
3 Ioffe Institute; ~ University of Heidelberg; 5 University of Washington,
Seattle, USA; 6 Inst. for Nuclear Research, Swierk , Poland
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at ian, an optimum inclination of the probe arm was chosen so that the tl~s
were as close as possible to the same flux s urface. The data reported here
were obtained with this opti mum i nclination (~_150).
Ohm i ca lly heated discharges: Typical radial proft les of plasma parameters
[or two values of the main plasma densities are s hown in fig . 2 . The medium
density profiles display the well-known characterist ics of the ASDEX divertor plasma /1 . 21 : large maxima close to the sepa ratrix. broad shou l de rs
a few centimetres away In the ion satur ation current and density profil es .
and rela tively flat temperature profile. The a bsolute values of the
electron temperature a nd density are in good agreement with the doubleprobe cross -check meas ur eme nts . 'The floating potential profiles are flat .
with values slightly negative. At densi ties ne S 5xl013 cm- 3 , a s harp
negative "dip" devel ops close to the calculated position of the separatrix
which cannot be attributed to a local temperature rise .
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As the density is l owered . the floating potential becomes positive together
with an increase of temperature around the separatrix , in a region which is
more and more extended . Also the narrow "dip" is now well developed . Floati ng-potential gradients as high as -lOO V/cm can be observed in s ome low
density shots . Even at the optimum inclination of the probe arm, floating
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potential differences of 5 to 8 V between tips were measured in a narrow
zone around the separatrix . These high gradients together with a presumably
non- Maxwellian electron velocity distribution clearly affect the derivation
of the electron temperature and de nsity profiles (see fig . 2) .
Add itionally heated discharge : During the add i tional-heating phases of the
discharges (NI , LH , ICRH) the divertor plasma also displays specific
features . Besides the enhanced power flow (increased ion saturation current
and electron temperature) , some changes were also observed 1n the floatlngpotential and density proftles . In fig . 3 a few examples of floatlng potential profiles are presented. In the L phase of a NI-heated discharge ,
the floating - potential profiles show positive charging of the plasma around
the separatrix , similar to that in OH dI scharges of lower densities . The
negative !1 dip " is a l so more pronounced .
In the H phase , the burst activity makes the interpretation of floatingpotential data very difficult . The ion saturation current and electron
temperature between bursts are comparable with the values for ohmic phases .
The peak values of bursts are much larger and extend over the whole
profile , including the shoulder .
The Rf heating produces diffe r ent effects on the density and floatingpotential profiles, mainly depending on the plasma density and the injected
power. At medium densities (-4xl0 13 Cfl- 3 ) and high powers (-2 MW) , all the
divertor plasma is positively charged, as can be seen in fIg . 3 .
Ill. Discussion: As seen above , all profiles show a pronounced structure
depending on the density , heating power and heating method . The dependence
of the maximum values of the electron temperature, density and floatingpotential of the divertor plasma on the main plasma density for ohmic discharges is presented in fig. 4. A smooth evolution in all three measured
parameters can be seen with rising density . No step-like change of Vfl with
density as in 0- 111 /4/ was observed. The floating-potential profiles
suggest different transport to the di'lertor plates for different plasma
densities . So , at high and medium densities , the floating potential stays
slightly negative , being compatible with local l y ambipolar transport on
each flux tube /5/ , and with some (few eV) drop in the electro n temperature
between the probe position and the divertor plate. As the density is
lowered or NI power is added, the floating potential around the separatrix
starts to rise and extends radially , the whole cross-section of the
divertor plasma being positively charged at densities below lxl013 cm- 3 .
The positive values of Vfl suggest locally non- ambipolar transport to the
divertor plates . The mechanism by which the divertor plasma is charged is
not yet clear . Non-l-1axwell1an electrons close to the separatrix (see below)
together with vertically asymmetric plasma position and dIvertor recycling
etc . could be candidates for explanat i on . Further experiments are needed to
clarify these aspects.
The negative "dip" displayed ver'y close to the calc ul ated position of the
separatrix , although expected , was surprising in some respects . F'irstly , it
implies st r ong gradients i n floating potentia l which perturbs any multip l etip probe measurements. Then, it is vet'Y narrow so that we believe that it
can hp. used for separatrix position determination (as done in Fig . 3) with
a better .accuracy than magnetIc measurements.
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Some estimation of the current density and energy of electrons responsible
for the "dIp" can be made by combining the available data. Values of 0 .2 0 . 5 A/cm 2 and Ee ~ 100 eV were obtained in low-density discharges . At higher
densities , these numbers are significantly lower and only upper limits can
be estimated . The values obtained at low densities are in good agreement
with those eXpected from a diffus ive loss of fast electrons across the
separatrlx which can reach the divertor 16/ . It is therefore concl uded t llat
the negative " di p" in floating-potential profiles as well as some distortion in ion saturation current profiles at very low densities are due to
fast electrons which flow almost collislonless from the main chamber to the
divertor very close to the separatrix .
The amounts of energy carried by these electrons can be locally important .
Some comparisons with thermographic data ha ve shown that the cor r ection
implied by these fast el ectrons has the r i ght di rection.
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